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Abstract
We study quantum corrections to holographic mutual information for two disjoint spheres
at a large separation by using the operator product expansion of the twist field. In the large
separation limit, the holographic mutual information is vanishing at the semiclassical order,
but receive quantum corrections from the fluctuations. We show that the leading contributions
from the quantum fluctuations take universal forms as suggested from the boundary CFT. We
find the universal behavior for the scalar, the vector, the tensor and the fermionic fields by
treating these fields as free fields propagating in the fixed background and by using the 1/n
prescription. In particular, for the fields with gauge symmetries, including the massless vector
boson and massless graviton, we find that the gauge parts in the propagators play indispensable
role in reading the leading order corrections to the bulk mutual information.
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1 Introduction
Entanglement is one of the most significant features of quantum physics, and plays an important
role in understanding quantum many-body physics, quantum field theory, quantum information
as well as quantum gravity. In quantum field theory, the entanglement entropy (EE) measures
the entanglement between an arbitrary subregion A and its complement A¯. It is defined as the
von Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix
SA = −trρA log ρA (1)
where ρA = TrA¯ρ is the reduced density matrix of A with respect to the density matrix of the
whole system. In practice, it is more convenient to compute the Re´nyi entropy first, which is
defined as
S
(n)
A =
1
1− n log trρ
n
A, (2)
and then read the entanglement entropy by taking the limit
lim
n→1
S
(n)
A = SA, (3)
provided that the continuation on n is well-defined. In quantum field theory, the computation of
the Re´nyi entropy leads to the replica trick[1, 2, 3]
trρnA =
Zn(C
n
A)
Zn
(4)
where Zn and Z are the partition functions of the theory on the conical spacetime C
n
A and the
original spacetime, respectively. The manifold CnA comes from the identifications of the fields
along the entangling surface. Equivalently one may introduce the twist operators to induce the
field identifications between different replicas, and consequently the partition function could be
computed by the correlation functions of the twist operators in a replicated theory. In general, it
is difficult to compute entanglement entropy directly owing to the infinite degrees of freedom in a
field theory.
In the past decade, the holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) has been studied intensively
since its proposal in 2006 by Ryu and Takayanagi[4]. For a CFT dual to the Einstein AdS gravity,
the entanglement entropy of the boundary subregion A is given by the area of an extremal surface
γA in the dual bulk
SA =
Area(γA)
4GN
. (5)
Here GN is the Newton constant and γA shares the common boundary ∂A with A and is homolo-
gous to A. This so-called Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula is reminiscent of the Hawking-Bekenstein
formula for the black hole entropy[5, 6]. Actually, from the Euclidean gravity point of view, it
has been proved that the holographic EE could be taken as a kind of gravitational entropy[7], a
generalization of the black hole entropy. The holographic entanglement entropy not only provides
a new way to compute the entanglement entropy, but more importantly sheds new light on the
holography and the AdS/CFT correspondence[8, 9, 10]. The various aspects on the holographic
entanglement entropy can be found in the nice reviews[11, 12].
For two disjoint subregions A and B, one can define the mutual information (MI) between
them as
I(A,B) = S(A) + S(B)− S(A ∪B) . (6)
Different from the entanglement entropy, which is divergent in a field theory, the mutual informa-
tion is free of ultraviolet(UV) divergence and is positive. It measures the entanglement between
two subregions: two entangled subsystems are correlated because they share an amount of infor-
mation that is not foreseen classically. Actually, the mutual information satisfies an inequality[13]
I(A,B) ≥ C(MA,MB)
2
2 ‖MA ‖2‖MB ‖2 , (7)
where MA and MB are the observables in the regions A and B respectively, and C(MA,MB) :=
〈MA ⊗MB〉 − 〈MA〉〈MB〉 is the connected correlation function of MA and MB. This indicates
that the mutual information of two disjoint regions is usually not vanishing, even when the two
regions are far apart, due to the quantum correlations between them.
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Holographically, according to the RT formula, it is easy to verify that the holographic mutual
information (HMI) suffers a phase transition from nonzero to zero when the separation distance
r > rc [14], where rc is the critical distance. Thus, when considering the case that the two regions
are far away enough, the holographic mutual information is simply vanishing. However, according
to the inequality (7), the holographic mutual information should not be vanishing. The discrepancy
comes from the fact that the RT formula is given by the on-shell action of the gravitational
configuration and only captures the leading order contribution to the entanglement entropy. After
considering the quantum correction, the holographic mutual information is nonzero[15, 16]. In
other words, the mutual information provides a nice probe to study the AdS/CFT correspondence
beyond classical order. In particular, for the two-dimensional (2D) holographic CFT with a large
central charge and sparse light spectrum, which is dual to the semiclassical AdS3 gravity, the
study of the Re´nyi mutual information allows us to read the 1-loop and even the 2-loop quantum
corrections in gravity[17, 18].
The direct computation of the mutual information is difficult since the replica trick leads to
the conical geometry which could be not only of singularity but also of nontrivial topology. For
example, in two dimensions, the pasting of the multi-intervals leads to a higher genus Riemann
surface. Nevertheless, when two disjoint regions are far apart, one may use the operator product
expansion(OPE) of the twist operators to compute the large distance expansion of the (Re´nyi)
mutual information. This turns out to be quite effective for 2D CFT[14, 17, 19]. It can actually
be applied to the higher dimensional case as well. In [20], the leading order mutual information
of the disjoint spheres for free scalars has been discussed by using the OPE of spherical twist
operator[21] and found to be consistent with the numerical results[22, 23]. The discussion has
been generalized to the next-to-leading order mutual information in [24] and the Re´nyi mutual
information in [25, 26] for free scalars.
It is definitely interesting to have a better understanding of the mutual information in a general
CFT, beyond the free scalar theories. At the first sight this turns out to be a formidable problem,
because even for the simplest two-sphere case the computation in the OPE of the twist operator
involves the one-point functions of the primary operators in the conical geometry, which requires
the detailed information of the CFT. Therefore it is really surprising to find that the mutual
information of two disjoint spheres presents universal behaviors at the first few leading orders[28].
For a generic CFT, it was further proposed in [28] that the mutual information could be expanded
in terms of the conformal block
I(A,B) =
∑
∆,J
b∆,JG∆,J(u, v), (8)
where ∆ and J are the conformal dimension and the spin of the primary operator propagating
between two spheres, and G∆,J is the conformal block. As the conformal block in the diagonal
limit could be approximated by
G∆,J(z) ' z∆ + · · · , (9)
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the contributions are dominated by the operators of the first few lowest dimensions. The re-
markable point is that the coefficients b∆,J take universal forms for the operators giving dom-
inant contributions. For example, for a CFT in which the primary operator O of the lowest
dimension ∆ is a scalar type, then the leading contribution comes from the bilinear operators
O(s)(j1j2) = O(j1)O(j2) (ji labels the replica and superscript (s) stands for operators constructed
from scalar type operators) with the coefficient[27]
b
(s)
2∆,0 =
√
piΓ[2∆ + 1]
42∆+1Γ[2∆ + 32 ]
, (10)
while the next-to-leading one could be from the bilinear operators with a derivative1
O(s)(j1j2)µ = O(j1)∂µO(j2) − (j1 ↔ j2), (11)
with the coefficient
b
(s)
2∆+1,1 = −
√
pi∆Γ[2∆ + 1]
24∆+3Γ[2∆ + 52 ]
. (12)
The coefficients b’s are independent of the OPE coefficients of the theory. These universal behav-
iors persist no matter the operator of the lowest dimension is fermionic, vector or tensor type.
Actually, one needs to know the exact spectrum of the CFT in order to know the leading con-
tributions to the mutual information. Once the spectrum of the CFT is known, for example by
using the bootstrap techniques, the leading contributions can be read.
In this paper, we would like to understand these universal behaviors in a holographic way. In
[15], Faulkner, Lewkowycz and Maldacena (FLM) proposed that the quantum corrections to the
HEE are essentially given by the bulk entanglement entropy between the bulk region Ab enclosed
by γA ∪A and its complement A¯b. While this proposal gives us a prescription for calculating the
quantum corrections to the entanglement entropy, it is technically challenging to carry out such
computations. One technical difficulty is that the bulk geometry corresponding to the replicated
geometry is hard to determine due to the large backreaction[7, 30]. However, for the holographic
mutual information we are interested in, the backreaction can be ignored. Consequently one
can compute the mutual information holographically by using the OPE of the twist operators.
Just like other non-local Wilson-line and Wilson loop operators[31, 32, 33], the OPE of the twist
operator can be computed in a holographic way. In [27], Ago´n and Faulkner computed the leading
order mutual information coming from scalar field holographically and found agreement with the
field theory result. In this work, we study the quantum corrections to the holographic MI in
more general cases, including the higher order contributions coming from the scalar field and the
leading order contributions coming from non-scalar fields, including the massless vector boson, the
massless graviton, the fermion and also the massive fields. We reproduce the universal behaviors
found in [28] exactly.
1Strictly speaking, whether or not this is the operator giving the next-to-leading contribution depends on the
spectrum of the theory and the dimension ∆. Here we assume that the operator of the next lowest dimension is of
dimension at least 1/2 higher and the lowest operator is of the dimension greater than 1/2 as well.
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The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section, after giving a
brief review of the spherical twist operator and its OPE expansion, we introduce the field theory
computation on the mutual information from scalar, vector and tensor type operators in CFT[28].
In section 3, we investigate the bulk computation. By doing the operator product expansion of
the extremal surface operator, we get the quantum corrections of the scalar, the gauge boson, the
graviton and the fermion to the holographic mutual information. Especially we find that the gauge
part of propagators of the massless vector boson and massless graviton play an important role in
the computation. We end with conclusions and discussions in section 4. In the appendices, we
collect our computations on the massive vector boson and massive graviton, and also the formulae
on the graviton propagator. Without confusion, we work in the Euclidean signature throughout
this paper.
2 Field theory results
Let us consider the mutual information of two disjoint spheres in a d-dimensional CFT. By using
the global conformal symmetry, we can always set the radii of two spheres to be R and the centers
of two spheres to be one at the origin and the other at x1 = 1, xi = 0, i ≥ 2 respectively. Now the
only independent conformal invariant quantity is the cross ratio
z = z¯ = 4R2, u = zz¯, v = (1− z)(1− z¯).
In the disjoint case, we have 0 < z < 1.
We would like to compute the mutual information of two disjoint spheres. The mutual infor-
mation is given by
I(A,B) = lim
n→1
I(n)(A,B) = − lim
n→1
1
1− n log
(
Zn(C
(n)
A∪B)Z
n
Zn(C
(n)
A )Zn(C
(n)
B )
)
, (13)
where I(n)(A,B) is the Re´nyi mutual information. The partition functions can be calculated using
the nonlocal twist operators T (n).
Zn(C
(n)
A∪B)
Zn
=
〈
T (n)A T (n)B
〉
Mn
. (14)
Here Mn stands for n copies of the original space. T (n)A and T (n)B stand for nonlocal twist operators
corresponding to the regions A and B respectively. In the large distance regime, we can treat the
twist operator as a semi-local operator. It can be expanded in terms of the primary operators of
the replicated theory
T (n) =< T (n) >
∑
{∆,J}
c∆,JQ[O∆,J ], (15)
where Q[O∆,J ] denotes all the operators generated from the primary operator O∆,J of dimension
∆ and spin J . Note that the summation is over all the primary operators in the n-replicated CFT.
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The coefficient c∆,J is read from the one-point function of the primary operator in the presence
of the spherical twist operator. Equivalently it can be computed by the one-point function of
the primary operator in the conical geometry. In 2D, the coefficient can be read by using the
uniformization map. In higher dimensions, it is difficult to compute, except the case that the
theory is free such that one can use the method of images.
The Re´nyi mutual information is captured by
〈T (n)A T (n)B 〉
〈T (n)A 〉〈T (n)B 〉
=
∑
{∆,J}
c2∆,J〈QA[O∆,J ]QB[O∆,J ]〉
=
∑
{∆,J}
s∆,JG∆,J(u, v). (16)
where the building block is the two-point function of the primary module, the conformal block[34,
35]. The coefficient s∆,J is given by
s∆,J = f∆,J
∑
O∆,J
a2∆,J
N∆,J
, (17)
where the summation is over all the primary operators with the same (∆, J) in the replicated
theory, a∆,J is determined by the one-point function of the operator O∆,J in the planar conical
geometry
〈O∆,J(x)〉n = a∆,J TJ|x|∆ (18)
with TJ being a kind of tensor structure. N∆,J in (17) is the normalization factor in the two-point
function in the flat spacetime.
〈O∆,J(x)O∆,J(x′)〉 = N∆,J T
′
J(x− x′)
(x− x′)2∆ (19)
with T ′J being the tensor structure relating to the operator with spin J . The coefficient f∆,J could
be determined by considering one spherical operator and mapping it to a half plane. It depends
only on the tensor structure of the operator2. In terms of the conformal blocks, the Re´nyi mutual
information can be expressed by
I(n)(A,B) = − 1
1− n log(1 +
∑
{∆,J}
s∆,JG∆,J), (20)
and the mutual information is just
I(A,B) =
∑
{∆,J}
b∆,JG∆,J(u, v), (21)
with the coefficient b∆,J being related to the expansion of s∆,J in powers of (n− 1)
b∆,J =
∂s∆,J
∂n
∣∣
n=1
. (22)
2For the detailed study on the tensor structure and the coefficient f , please refer to [28].
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This is the conformal block expansion of the mutual information. As the conformal block in the
diagonal limit is approximated by[36]
G∆,J(z) ' z∆ + · · · , (23)
the leading contribution to the mutual information is from the primary operator with the lowest
dimension and nonvanishing coefficient.
As the one-point functions of the operators purely in one replica is simply zero, they give van-
ishing mutual information. It turns out that the dominant one comes from the bilinear operators
composed of the operators in different replicas. For example, for a CFT in which the primary
operator O of the lowest dimension ∆ is of scalar type, then the leading contribution comes from
the bilinear operators O(s)(j1j2) = O(j1)O(j2) (j1 6= j2). The next-to-leading one comes from the
bilinear operators with a derivative
O(s)(j1j2)µ = O(j1)∂µO(j2) − (j1 ↔ j2). (24)
One important point is that the primary operators of the replicated theory could be not just the
tensor products of the operators O(j) in different replicas. The above bilinear operator with a
derivative is a typical example. This shows that the spectrum of the replicated theory is much
involved. Even for the free scalar, there is no systematical way to construct the primary operators
in the replicated theory[25]. However, if we are satisfied with the leading contributions to the
mutual information, the relevant operators can be constructed explicitly3.
It is remarkable that the coefficients for the leading contributions take universal forms, which
means that they depend only the scaling dimensions and the spins of the primary operators and
have nothing to do with the construction of the CFT itself. Naively one cannot expect to get such
universal behaviors as the one-point function of the primary operator in a conical space cannot
be determined in a simple way. It is feasible because the one-point function get simplified in the
n→ 1 limit. This leads to the so-called 1/n prescription[28].
The cause of the 1/n prescription is as follows. Let Gn be any periodic function in the conical
geometry whose angular direction is identified as θ ∼ θ + 2pin. It satisfies
Gn(r, θ, y
i) = Gn(r, θ + 2pin, y
i). (25)
In the limit n → 1, it returns to the usual function on the original flat space G1(r, θ, yi) =
limn→1Gn(r, θ, yi). Using the Fourier expansion, one can show that
Gn(r, θ, y
i) = G1(r, θ/n, y
i) +O(n− 1). (26)
3Note that for the 2D orbifold CFT, there could be other ways to construct the spectrum in terms of the
operators in the twist sectors rather than the normal sector, depending on how to insert the complete set of state
basis[37, 38, 39].
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The periodic function in the conifold in the limit n→ 1 is related to the function in the original
space by dividing the angular variable by n. This is called the 1/n prescription[28]. Consequently,
we have
lim
n→1
n−1∑
q=1
G2n(2piq)
n− 1 = limn→1
n−1∑
q=1
G21(2piq/n)
n− 1 . (27)
This is very useful for calculating the expansion coefficients b∆,J .
For the examples we discussed before, the coefficient of the bilinear operator O(s)(j1j2) turns
out to be
b
(s)
2∆,0 =
√
piΓ[2∆ + 1]
42∆+1Γ[2∆ + 32 ]
, (28)
while the coefficient for the operator (24) is
b
(s)
2∆+1,1 = −
√
pi∆Γ[2∆ + 1]
24∆+3Γ[2∆ + 52 ]
. (29)
The coefficient (28) was first derived in [27].
2.1 Scalar type operator
Let us first review the calculations of the leading order contribution to the mutual information
from a primary scalar operator in the boundary CFT by using the 1/n prescription. In this case,
the operator giving the leading order contribution is of the type O(s)(jj
′) = O(j)O(j′) where O(j)
is a scalar primary operator with the lowest dimension ∆ living on the j-th replica. For this
operator, its two-point function at the leading order in the large distance limit is given by
〈O(s)(0j)(xA)(s)(0j)(xB)〉Mn ' 1|xA − xB|4∆ , (30)
where we have used the two-point function on the plane in CFT,
〈O(j)(xA)O(j)(xB)〉M = 1|xA − xB|2∆ . (31)
In order to compute the OPE coefficients, we do a conformal transformation
x′µ =
xµ + cµ
Ω
− c
µ
2|c|2 , Ω = c
2 + 2 c · x+ x2 , (32)
where cµ is a d-dimensional constant vector, given by cµ = (0, R, 0, . . . , 0). Under this transforma-
tion, the original conifold geometry C
(n)
A with spherical conical singularity (tE = 0 , δijx
ixj = R2)
is conformally transformed into a new conifold geometry C
′(n)
A with the singularity located at the
plane (t′E = 0 , x
′1 = 0). Moreover, the infinity x∞ = (tE = 0 , xi∞) is transformed into a finite
point x′∞ = (t′E = 0 , x
′i = − ci
2c2
). The Jacobian is approximately (note that Ω |x→∞≈ |x|2)
∂x′µ
∂xν
≈ Ω−1Iµν (x) , Iµν(x) = δµν − 2xˆµxˆν , (33)
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where xˆµ = xµ/|x| is a unit vector. Under the transformation, we find that at the infinity a
general spin-s primary operator with the scaling dimension ∆ transforms as
〈Oµ1µ2...µs(x∞)〉C(n)A ≈ Ω
−∆(x∞)Iν1µ1(x∞)I
ν2
µ2(x∞) . . . I
νs
µs(x∞)〈Oν1ν2...νs(x′∞)〉C′(n)A . (34)
It should be emphasized that the right-hand side of this equation is only the leading term, which
however is sufficient for us to calculate the OPE coefficients. Then for a scalar operator, we find
CA(jj′) = 〈O(j)(x′∞)O(j
′)(x′∞)〉C′(n)A . (35)
The one-point function on the new conifold geometry C
′(n)
A can be computed using two different
methods, as had been done in [27] and [28]. For a general CFT, the coefficient is theory-dependent.
In [27], it was shown that the correlators in the conical space could be transformed to the corre-
lators on the hyperbolic space at finite temperature via the map suggested by H. Casini et.al. in
[29]. Moreover by using the analyticity and the properties of the thermal field theory, the authors
of [27] read the contribution from the bilinear operator to the mutual information
I(A ,B) =
√
pi Γ(2∆ + 1)
42∆+1Γ(2∆ + 3/2)
z2∆ . (36)
This is the leading contribution of a scalar operator with the scaling dimension ∆ to the mutual
information.
Now we would like to use the 1/n prescription to derive the same result. As proposed in [28],
the Green function Gn(θ) with a period 2pin living on the conifold can be expanded as Gn(θ) =
G1(θ/n) +O(n− 1) where we suppose Gn is analytically continuable with n, and limn→1Gn(θ) =
G1(θ). In other words, when n is close to unity, the Green function Gn(θ) at the leading order
on the conifold geometry C
(n)
A is simply given by its counterpart on the plane with the angle
coordinate θ divided by n. For the bilinear scalar operators, we have
CA(jj′) |n→1= limn→1〈O
(j)(x′∞)O(j
′)(x′∞)〉C′(n)A = limn→1R
2∆
A sin
−2∆( θj−θj′
2n
)
. (37)
Substituting the above formula into the mutual information, we get
I(A,B) = lim
n→1
n
24∆+1(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1
sin−4∆
(jpi
n
)
z2∆ , (38)
where we have set θj = 2pij. Provided the equality
n−1∑
j=1
sin−∆
jpi
n
= (n− 1)
√
pi
2
Γ(∆2 + 1)
Γ(∆2 + 3)
, (39)
we immediately arrive at the same answer (36).
The essence of the 1/n prescription is that the Green’s function in a conical geometry could
be approximated by the Green’s function in a flat spacetime in the expansion by the orders of
(n− 1). In the leading order of (n− 1), the Green’s function is directly related to the one in the
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flat spacetime. For the bilinear operator, its one-point function in the conical geometry is well
approximated by the two-point function of single operators. This suggests that in the leading order
of (n− 1) the operator O could be approximated to be the one in free CFT without considering
the interaction. Actually, if one naively take the operator as a generalized free field, one can get
the above result by using the method of images which is only applicable in the free theory. In
other words, to the leading order the relevant operators could be taken as the ones in a generalized
free theory.
To compare with the bulk computation in the next section, we list the other contributions
from the operators in the replicated theory composed of the scalar operator in the mother CFT4.
Besides the bilinear one and the spin-1 one discussed before, there are other types of operators.
The next one is the spin-2 operator, defined by
O(s)(j1j2)µν =
1
2
Pαβµν (∂αO(j1)∂βO(j2) −
∆
∆ + 1
O(j1)∂α∂βO(j2) + (j1 ↔ j2)), (40)
where
Pαβµν =
1
2
(
δαµδ
β
ν + δ
α
ν δ
β
µ
)
− 1
d
δµνδ
αβ (41)
is the operator projecting the tensor to its symmetric and traceless part. Its coefficient in the
mutual information is[28]
b
(s)
2∆+2,2 =
(d− 1)√pi(2 + 4∆ + 3∆2)Γ[2∆ + 3]
d(2∆ + 1)224∆+5Γ[2∆ + 72 ]
. (42)
2.2 Vector type operator
If the operator of the lowest dimension ∆ in the mother CFT is a vector type Jµ, then the bilinear
operator giving the leading contribution to the mutual information could be of the following forms
O(v)(j1j2)µν = Pαβµν (J (j1)α J (j2)β ), O(v)(j1j2) = J (j1)µ J (j2)µ. (43)
The superscript (v) stands for operators constructed from vector type operators. Their coefficients
in the expansion of the mutual information are respectively[28]
b
(v)
2∆,0 =
(d− 2)2
d
√
piΓ[2∆ + 1]
42∆+1Γ[2∆ + 32 ]
, (44)
b
(v)
2∆,2 =
(d− 1)
d
√
piΓ[2∆ + 1]
42∆Γ[2∆ + 32 ]
. (45)
2.3 Tensor type operator
The construction can be generalized to other types of tensor operator. Here we only consider the
symmetric spin-2 operator. One typical example of such type is the stress tensor, which satisfies
4The detailed computation on the coefficients of the bilinear operators constructed from the scalar, the vector
and the tensor type operator from mother CFT, can be found in [28].
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the conservation law. We denote the spin-2 tensor as Tµν but do not requires it to be a stress
tensor. Suppose the spin-2 operator is the operator of the lowest dimension ∆ in the mother
CFT. Its bilinear form can be decomposed into six classes, among which only three of them have
nonvanishing contribution to the mutual information. They are of the following forms respectively
O(t)(j1j2) = T (j1)µν T
(j2)µν ,
O(t)(j1j2)µν = Pαβµν (T (j1)αγ T (j2)γβ ),
O(t)(j1j2)µνρσ = Pαβγδµνρσ (T (j1)αγ T (j2)βδ ), (46)
where the superscript (t) stands for operators constructed from tensor type operators. Pαβµν is a
projection operator defined in (40) and
Pαβγδµνρσ =
1
24
δα(µδ
β
ν δ
γ
ρδ
δ
σ) −
1
12(d+ 4)
δ(µνδ
(αβδγρδ
δ)
σ) +
1
3(d+ 2)(d+ 4)
δ(µνδρσ)δ
(αβδγδ). (47)
Their coefficients in the conformal block expansion of the mutual information are respectively[28]
b
(t)
2∆,4 =
√
pi(d2 − 1)Γ[2∆ + 1]
(8 + 6d+ d2)24∆−2Γ[32 + 2∆]
, (48)
b
(t)
2∆,2 =
√
pi(d− 2)(d− 1)Γ[2∆ + 1]
(d+ 4)24∆Γ[32 + 2∆]
, (49)
b
(t)
2∆,0 =
√
pi(d− 2)2(d− 1)Γ[2∆ + 1]
(d+ 2)24∆+3Γ[32 + 2∆]
. (50)
3 Bulk mutual information
In [15], it was argued that quantum corrections to the holographic entanglement entropy are
essentially given by the bulk entanglement entropy between the subregion enclosed by the RT
surface and its complement. We refer this the FLM proposal. It is hard to test the FLM proposal
since the bulk computations of the entanglement entropy are in general very difficult. Fortunately,
according to the FLM proposal, in the long distance regime the MI of two disjoint boundary
subregions equals to the bulk MI between the corresponding two bulk subregions surrounded
by the RT surfaces and the boundary, as shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the bulk MI for two
hemispheres can be analytically computed by adopting the OPE technique. This was first done in
[27] for a free scalar field at the leading order in the large distance limit. The results support the
FLM proposal. In this section, we first extend the study of a free scalar field to the next-to-leading
order and the next-to-next-to-leading order. This is nontrivial since we need carefully construct
the gravity duals of the primary operators at different replicas for the boundary CFT. We further
calculate the bulk MI coming from the gauge boson, the graviton and the fermion. In all these
cases, our bulk results are well matched with the CFT results reported in [28] and hence verify
the FLM proposal in a great careful manner.
When adopting the OPE method in the bulk, we immediately encounter a difficult problem.
The gravity dual of the Re´nyi entanglement entropy (a modular version) is one quarter of the area
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A B
Ab Bb
z=0
Figure 1: The mutual information between two boundary regions A and B can be computed
holographically by exchanging the bulk fields. Here the distance between A and B is much larger
than their radius. Ab and Bb are bulk regions enclosed by the corresponding minimal surfaces.
of a cosmic brane with the tension [7, 30]
Tn =
n− 1
4nGN
, (51)
which is anchored on the boundary. If n 6= 1, the cosmic brane is heavy and would change the
spacetime. Consequently one has to solve the equations of motion of the gravity coupled with
the cosmic brane. Technically speaking, this is very difficult to handle, even in numerical ways5.
Fortunately, our goal is to compute the bulk MI rather than the general Re´nyi MI. This only
requires us to consider a sufficiently light cosmic brane as n close to unity. In this case, the cosmic
brane becomes effectively tensionless such that we can work in the probe limit and ignore the
backreaction. As a result, we can still treat a spherical twist operator as a hemisphere in the
bulk ignoring the deformation. In other words, the holographic description of the spherical twist
operator is a nonlocal hemisphere in the bulk. Moreover, each hemisphere can be described by
the operator product expansion. This is similar to the holographic description of the Wilson loop
or surface operator and its OPE[31, 33].
As we argued above, the holographic configuration corresponding to the sphere is a hemi-
sphere. This is only true when we take the n→ 1 limit which suggest that the dual configuration
is a RT surface. However, when we apply the replica trick, the boundary sphere becomes a conical
space such that the dual configuration should be very different. Nevertheless, as we are going to
take n → 1 limit, we expect that the bulk configuration is well-approximated by the hemisphere
with transverse direction being a conical space. Simply speaking, the bulk configuration is ap-
proximated by a replicated geometry as well. Such a holographic twist operator can be expanded
5In the semi-classical AdS3/CFT2, one can extend the Schottky uniformization into the bulk to find the gravita-
tional configuration dual to the higher genus Rieman surface. The gravitational configurations are not the minimal
surfaces[40, 41, 42].
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as
T (n)A ∼ 1 +
n−1∑
j=0
CA(j)O
(j)(xA) +
∑
j 6=j′
CA(jj′)O
(jj′)(xA) + ... , (52)
where the normalization factor has been dropped and C’s are the expansion coefficients. The
operator O(j) stands for the operator at one replica, while the operator O(jj
′) stands for the
operator composed of the operators in two different replicas, etc.. Note that these operators
may have nonzero spin. The expansion coefficients can be read from the one-point functions of
the operators in the presence of the twist operator. Actually the one-point function of O(j) is
vanishing, and the first non-trivial one is the bilinear operator constructed from the fields in two
different replicas. For example, from the scalar field φ dual to the scalar operator, there is a bulk
bilinear operator O(s)(jj
′) = φ(j)φ(j
′). Its one-point OPE takes the form
〈O(s)(jj′)(x)〉C(n)A = C
A
(jj′)〈φ(j)(x)φ(j)(xA)〉M 〈φ(j
′)(x)φ(j
′)(xA)〉M + · · · , (53)
Note that in the transverse direction, we still have the identification θ ∼ θ + 2pin. Consequently
we can apply the 1/n prescription in the bulk computation as well. In other words, in the n→ 1
limit, the fields can always be taken as the free fields, and the possible interaction can be ignored
safely.
Before doing bulk calculations in details, let us first explain our conventions. In the following
we use the capital alphabets M,N, · · · to denote the bulk indices, taking values from 0 to d. The
bulk coordinates are denoted by rM = (tE , x
i, z) where i = 1, . . . , (d − 1). We refer r0 to the
Euclidean time tE and r
d to the radial coordinate z. We work in the Poinca´re coordinates for the
bulk metric and set the AdS radius to unity. Since now z denotes the radial coordinate in the
bulk, the cross ratio will be denoted by zcr.
For any two points r = (tE , x
i, z), r′ = (t′E , x
′i, z′) in the AdSD (D = d+ 1) vacuum, one can
always connect them by a geodesic whose length is
`(r , r′) = log
(1 +√1− ξ2
ξ
)
, (54)
where
ξ(r , r′) =
2zz′
z2 + z′2 + (tE − t′E)2 + (~x− ~x′)2
, (55)
is a biscalar. In many cases, it is convenient to introduce the chordal distance u(r , r′)
u ≡ cosh `− 1 = ξ−1 − 1 . (56)
We denote the bulk covariant derivative as DM and
∂M ≡ ∂
∂rM
, ∂M ′ ≡ ∂
∂r′M
. (57)
Since the distance between the two hemispheres are much larger than their radius, we have
ξ ' 2zz
′
|x− x′|2 → 0 , (58)
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and hence
u ' 1/ξ →∞. (59)
This is a useful relation throughout this section.
3.1 Scalar field
As a warm up, let us first calculate the leading order MI from a free scalar field reported in [27].
For a free scalar with mass square m2 = ∆(∆ − d), it is dual to a scalar primary operator with
dimension ∆ on the boundary CFT. Its bulk-to-bulk propagator is
〈φ(r)φ(r′)〉 = C∆
(ξ
2
)∆
F
(∆
2
,
∆ + 1
2
, ν + 1; ξ2
)
, (60)
where ν =
√
m2 + d2/4 and C∆ is a normalization constant. For the reference points rA , rB, in
the large distance limit, we have zA , zB  |xA − xB|. Then
〈φ(rA)φ(rB)〉 ' C∆ z
∆
A z
∆
B
|xA − xB|2∆ . (61)
Thus, we find that
I(A,B)|s=0 = 1|xA − xB|4∆ limn→1
1
2(n− 1)
∑
j 6=j′
C˜A(jj′)C˜
B
(jj′) , (62)
where C˜A(jj′) ≡ C∆z2∆A CA(jj′). To calculate the OPE coefficients, we do a coordinate transformation
similar to (32)
r′M =
rM + nMRA
Ω
− n
M
2RA
, (63)
where nM = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) is a D-dimensional unit vector, and
Ω = R2A + 2RA x1 + z
2 + t2E + ~x
2 . (64)
This transformation preserves the AdS metric. It should be emphasized that this is not a conformal
transformation any longer. Under this transformation the original conifold geometry C(n)A with
spherical conical singularity (tE = 0 , z
2 + δijx
ixj = R2A) is mapped to a new conifold geometry
C′(n)A with the singularity located at the plane (t′E = 0 , x′1 = 0). The infinity is mapped to a finite
point
r∞ = (z∞ , tE = 0 , xi∞) −→ r′∞ = (z′ =  , t′E = 0 , x′i = −
ni
2RA
) , (65)
where the large separation limit corresponds to  → 0. To further simplify our calculations, we
take the reference point to be rA = (zA , tE = 0 , x
i = 0) which is mapped to
rA = (zA , tE = 0 , x
i = 0) −→ r′A =
(
z′A =
zA
R2A + z
2
A
, t′E = 0 , x
′i =
ni
2RA
R2A − z2A
R2A + z
2
A
)
. (66)
For r∞, the Ω factor Ω(r∞) ' x2∞ and for rA, Ω(rA) = R2A + z2A.
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Under the coordinate transformation (63), at the leading order a bulk spin-s operator trans-
forms as
〈OM1M2...Ms(r∞)〉C(n)A ≈ Ω
−s(r∞)IN1M1(r∞)I
N2
M2
(r∞) . . . INsMs(r∞)〈ON1N2...Ns(r′∞)〉C′(n)A . (67)
In fact, due to the rotational symmetry, we only need to consider the time-time-...-time component
[28]
〈O00...0(r∞)〉 ' x−2s∞ 〈O00...0(r′∞)〉 ,
〈O00...0(rA)〉 = (R2A + z2A)−s 〈O00...0(r′A)〉 . (68)
With all these results in hand, we are ready to compute the OPE coefficients. For the scalar field,
we find
CA(jj′) =
(
C∆
∆z∆A
)−2〈O(s)(jj′)(r′∞)〉C′(n)A . (69)
Here the one-pint function on the right-hand side can be computed using the 1/n prescription〈
O(s)(jj
′)(r′∞)
〉
C′(n)A
= 〈φ(j)(r′∞)φ(j
′)(r′∞)〉C′(n)A =
(
2C∆
ν
)
2∆R2∆A sin
−2∆ θjj′
2n
, (70)
where θjj′ ≡ θj − θj′ . So we get
CA(jj′) =
νR2∆A
2C∆(zA)2∆
sin−2∆
θjj′
2n
. (71)
Substituting the above results into (62), we finally obtain
I(A,B)|s=0 =
√
pi
42∆+1
Γ(2∆ + 1)
Γ(2∆ + 32)
z2∆cr (72)
in which zcr =
4RARB
|xA−xB |2 . This is exactly matched with the boundary result (28) of a primary
scalar operator with the scaling dimension ∆, as we expected.
We continue to construct a spin-1 operator from the bulk scalar fields residing at different
replicas. We propose that the vector operator
O
(s)(jj′)
M ≡ φ(j)∂Mφ(j
′) − (j ↔ j′) , (73)
is dual to the spin-1 operator (24) with the scaling dimension 2∆ + 1 in the boundary theory.
A straightforward calculation shows that its time-time component of the propagator in the large
distance limit is
〈O(s)(jj′)0 (rA)O(s)(jj
′)
0 (rB)〉 ' 4∆
C2∆z
2∆
A z
2∆
B
|xA − xB|2(2∆+1)
, (74)
and
〈O(s)(jj′)0 (r′∞)O(s)(jj
′)
0 (r
′
A)〉 = 4∆C2∆2∆(R2A + z2A) . (75)
Using the coordinate transformation (67) and the 1/n prescription, we read
C
(A)0
(0j) =
νR2∆+1A
2C∆z2∆A
1
n
cos
θj
2n
sin−2∆−1
θj
2n
. (76)
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It follows that at the leading order the mutual information from the spin-1 field is given by
I(A,B)|s=1 = −∆
2
√
pi
42∆+1
Γ(1 + 2∆)
Γ(52 + 2∆)
z2∆+1cr . (77)
This exactly matches with the boundary result (29). Note that it is negative.
Next we construct a bulk spin-2 operator from the original scalar field as
O
(s)(jj′)
MN ≡
1
2
PEFMN
(
DEφ
(j)DFφ
(j′) − ∆
∆ + 1
φ(j)DEDFφ
(j′) + (j ↔ j′)
)
, (78)
where the bulk projector is defined to be
PEFMN ≡ hE(MhFN) −
1
d
hMNh
EF , hMN = gMN − nMnN . (79)
Here nM = (0 ,
√
gzz , · · · , 0) is the unit normal vector of the time-like hypersurface orthogonal
to the radial direction in the Poinca´re coordinates. hMN is the induced metric on the constant
z hypersurface. Note that the projector is symmetric and traceless. The above spin-2 field is
dual to the boundary spin-2 operator (40) with the scaling dimension 2(∆ + 1). However, there
is something subtle in the above definition that should be clarified. To show this, we recall the
definition of the boundary spin-2 operator[28]
O(s)(jj
′)
µν =
1
2
Pαβµν
(
∂αO(j)∂βO(j′) − ∆
∆ + 1
O(j)∂α∂βO(j′) + (j ↔ j′)
)
, (80)
where the boundary projector is defined in (40) using the Euclidean metric. Naively, one may
expect that the gravity duals to the higher spin operators in the boundary CFT can be constructed
via a minimally replacing rule. That is by replacing O → φ , ∂µ → ∇M , δµν → gMN in the
boundary operators, one obtains the dual bulk fields. In this case, the bulk spin-2 projector would
be
P˜EFMN = g
E
(Mg
F
N) −
1
D
gMNg
EF , (81)
where a tilde is used to distinguish it from the projector (79). However, this is not correct and
cannot produce the correct answers. The correct bulk projector should be (79). It looks unnatural
at first glance since the projector is defined on a time-like hypersurface instead of the AdS bulk.
Nonetheless, we have a simple interpretation how it works. The projector plays two-fold roles.
Firstly, it maps a bulk operator onto the time-like hypersurface z = const, suppressing all the
radial components. Secondly, the operators on the hypersurface are projected to be symmetric and
traceless. In this sense, the bulk spin-2 field defined in (78) can be viewed as living on the curved d-
dimensional sub-manifold with z = const, which can be obtained by extending the boundary (and
its field theory content) into the deep bulk region. On the other hand, when close to the boundary,
one finds φ→ z∆O , hMN → z−2δµν such that PEFMN → Pαβµν and O(s)(jj
′)
MN → z2∆O(s)(jj
′)
µν . Here note
that the prefactor in the spin-2 operator is z2∆ instead of z2∆+2. It should be so because the bulk
spin-2 field has a scaling dimension 2∆. Now it becomes clear that our bulk spin-2 field defined
in (78) is indeed dual to the spin-2 operator in the boundary CFT. Following our discussions, it is
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easy to construct the gravity duals for general higher spin operators in the boundary theory that
are carefully studied in [28].
The remaining calculations are straightforward. At the large separation limit, the relevant
two-point function is
〈O(s)(jj′)00 (rA)O(s)(jj
′)
00 (rB)〉 '
4(d− 1)∆2(2∆ + 1)
d(∆ + 1)
C2∆z
2∆
A z
2∆
B
|xA − xB|4(∆+1)
, (82)
and
〈O(s)(jj′)00 (r′∞)O(s)(jj
′)
00 (r
′
A)〉 = C2∆ 2∆z2∆A (R2A + z2A)2
4(d− 1)∆2(2∆ + 1)
d(∆ + 1)
. (83)
The corresponding OPE coefficients are given by
C
(A)00
(jj′) = (R
2
A + z
2
A)
2
〈O(s)(jj′)00 (r′∞)〉C(n)
A′
〈O(s)(jj′)00 (r′∞)O(s)(jj
′)
00 (r
′
A)〉
. (84)
According to the 1/n prescription, we find
C
(A)00
(0j) = −
νz2∆A R
2∆+2
A
4C∆∆(1 + 2∆)
(1 + n2 + 2∆)
n2
(
(1 + 2∆) sin−2∆−2
θj
2n
− 2∆ sin−2∆ θj
2n
)
. (85)
Note that we must work in the (r, θ) coordinate system to derive the one-point function in the
replicated geometry. After some simple calculations, we finally get
I(A,B)|s=2 = (d− 1)
d
2 + 4∆ + 3∆2
(1 + 2∆)2
2
√
pi
42∆+3
Γ(2∆ + 3)
Γ(2∆ + 72)
z2∆+2cr . (86)
It matches exactly with the boundary result (42) of the spin-2 operator.
3.2 Gauge Bosons
Now we generalize the discussions to the massless gauge fields in the bulk, which are dual to the
conserved currents in the boundary. For the vector-type operators in the boundary CFT, the
bulk dual should be vector fields. In general, the vector field is massive and there is no gauge
symmetry. In this subsection, we focus on the case that the bulk field is a gauge field, and leave
the discussion on the massive case to Appendix A. The gauge field is interesting as it often appears
in the spectrum of AdS supergravity. Moreover, the computation of the mutual information due
to the exchange of the gauge field presents novel feature, which we would like to report.
For a U(1) gauge boson, the bulk-to-bulk propagator is given by[45]
GMN (r,R) = −∂M∂N ′uF (u) + ∂M∂N ′S(u)
= ∂Mu∂N ′uS
′′(u) + ∂M∂N ′u(S′(u)− F (u)), (87)
where the function F (u) is
F (u) =
Γ
(
d−1
2
)
4pi(d+1/)2
1(
u(u+ 2)
)(d−1)/2 , (88)
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and S(u) is a gauge artifact. In the Feynman gauge, it is determined by [45]
u(u+ 2)S′′′ + (d+ 3)(u+ 1)S′′ + (d+ 1)S′ = 2F. (89)
The explicit expression for S(u) is complicated, but we only need its asymptotic behavior since
we are considering the MI between two far separated regions. In the large separation limit, we
have
F (u) ' Γ
(
d−1
2
)
4pi(d+1/)2
1
ud−1
, S′(u) ' Γ
(
d−1
2
)
4pi(d+1/)2
1
(2− d)ud−1 . (90)
In general, the gauge part gives vanishing contributions when integrated against conserved
currents, for example in Witten diagrams considered in [45]. This is because the surface terms in
the partial integration vanish. However, in our case, the situation is quite different owing to the
presence of additional boundaries: the two separated entangling surfaces. We find that the gauge
part S(u) of the propagator, besides the usually called physical part F (u), also contributes to the
leading order of the MI. This seems in conflict with what we cognize before since clearly the MI
should be gauge independent. To clarify this, let us first present our results in details.
To compare with the boundary results, we construct two kinds of operators with spin 0 and
spin 2 respectively
O(v)(jj
′) =hMNA
(j)
M A
(j′)
N , O
(v)(jj′)
AB = P
MN
AB A
(j)
M A
(j′)
N , (91)
where the bulk projector PMNAB is defined in (79) and superscript (v) stands for operators con-
structed from the vector gauge boson. As will be shown shortly, the above two operators are
dual to the boundary operators with the same spins constructed from a current operator with the
scaling dimension ∆ = d− 1.
For the spin-0 operator, the calculation is similar to the discussions for the scalar operators
except that we now need a different propagator. Using the propagator for the gauge boson (87),
we find at the leading order in the large distance limit〈
O(v)(jj
′)(rA)O
(v)(jj′)(rB)
〉
M
' Γ
(
d−1
2
)2
16pid+1
d(d− 1)2
(d− 2)2
(2zAzB)
2(d−1)
|xA − xB|4(d−1)
. (92)
It is worth emphasizing that this result is derived from the total bulk-to-bulk propagator of the
gauge boson including the gauge part. Applying the 1/n prescription, we get the OPE coefficient
CA(0j) =
4pi(1+d)/2(d− 2)
Γ
(
d−1
2
)
d(d− 1)2d−1 z
2−2d
A R
2d−2
A
(d− 1)n2 − 1
n2
sin2−2d
(
θj
2n
)
. (93)
The bulk MI turns out to be
I(A,B)|s=0 = (d− 2)
2
42d−1d
√
piΓ(2d− 1)
Γ
(
2d− 12
) z2(d−1)cr . (94)
For the spin-2 operator, its contribution to the MI at the leading order is
I(A,B)|s=2 = lim
n→1
n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=0
C
(A)KL
(0j) C
(B)MN
(0j)
〈
O
(v)(0j)
MN (rA)O
(v)(0j)
KL (rB)
〉
. (95)
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As discussed before, for the higher spin operators only the time-time component has non-trivial
contributions to the MI at the leading order. Hence, without loss of generality, we can drop the
other components in the following. At the large separation limit, we find〈
O
(v)(jj′)
00 (rA)O
(v)(jj′)
00 (rB)
〉
' Γ
2(d−12 )
4pid+1
(d− 1)3
d(d− 2)2
(2zAzB)
2d−4
|xA − xB|4d−4 . (96)
Both the physical part F (u) and the gauge part S(u) in the propagator contribute. The OPE
coefficient is
C
(A)00
(0j) =
pi(1+d)/223−d(2− d)
(d− 1)Γ (d−12 ) z4−2dA R2d−2A (1 + n
2)
n2
sin2−2d
(
θj
2n
)
. (97)
Then taking the limit n→ 1, we finally get
I(A,B)|s=2 = d− 1
d
√
pi
42d−2
Γ(2d− 1)
Γ(2d− 12)
z2(d−1)cr . (98)
Now we are able to compare our bulk results with the boundary results reported in [28]. We
find that our results are perfectly matched with (44, 45) of a current operator which has scaling
dimension ∆ = d − 1. Indeed, according to the AdS/CFT correspondence, a gauge boson in the
bulk is dual to a conserved current in the boundary CFT. In this sense, the above results may be
expected at the very start. However, the subtlety is that throughout our calculations, the gauge
part of the bulk-to-bulk correlator associated with the function S(u) in the two-point functions
has non-trivial contribution to the holographic MI for both the spin-0 and spin-2 operators. It
is remarkable that from our discussions, the usually so-called gauge artifact S(u) always has
significant contributions to the bulk mutual information. But this does not mean the result is
gauge dependent. In fact, we find that, to the leading order in u, the contribution from the gauge
part is independent of the gauge parameter.
One possible interpretation for the nonvanishing contribution from the gauge part could be
that the gauge symmetry is effectively broken around the entangling surfaces, giving rise to an
extra physical degree of freedom living on the boundaries. In fact, from the leading order MI for
a massive vector field in the bulk (the calculation details is given in Appendix A.1), we find that
the results are exactly matched with boundary results of a current operator with a generic scaling
dimension ∆ as well. This supports our argument since in general a massive vector field has one
more degree of freedom than the gauge boson but they both give the same results to the MI at
the leading order.
An interesting question is how to understand the breaking of gauge symmetry on the entangling
surfaces. We recall the definition of the entanglement entropy (1) for any subsystem A. The key
ingredient is the reduced density matrix of A which is defined by tracing out the degrees of freedom
in its complement A¯ from the total density matrix. However, for gauge theories the Hilbert space
of physical states can not be factorized into a tensor product of the Hilbert space of the states
localized in the spatial regions A and A¯. In [46], it was argued that the elementary excitations
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in gauge theories are electric strings, which are closed loops rather than points in space. Hence,
it is indispensable that there are closed loops which are belong to both A and A¯. So the reduced
density matrix of A can only be well defined if the Hilbert space of physical states is extended
by including the states of electric strings that open on the boundary of A. The endpoints of the
electric strings on the boundary were previously pure gauge degrees of freedom but now become
physical and hence break gauge symmetries, giving rise to extra contributions to the entanglement
entropy. We refer the readers to literatures such as [47, 48, 49, 50] for more discussions on this
issue. It will be of great interests to compute the quantum corrections of gauge fields to the
entanglement entropy for a single entangling surface in the AdS/CFT correspondence. We leave
this as a direction for future research.
3.3 Gravitons
Now we consider the contribution of the massless graviton denoted by G˜MN . This is dual to the
conserved stress tensor in the boundary theory. For a general spin-2 operator in the boundary, the
corresponding field could be a massive graviton, whose leading order contribution to the mutual
information is put in Appendix A.2. Here we focus on the massless case.
The bulk-to-bulk propagator of the graviton can be written as
〈G˜MN (xA)G˜E′F ′(xB)〉 = GMN,E′F ′(xA, xB) = gMNgE′F ′T +
5∑
i=1
G(i)O
(i)
MN,E′F ′ , (99)
in which the explicit forms of coefficients T,G(i) and the tensor structures O
(i)
MN,E′F ′ in the Landau
gauge can be found in [51, 52]. For self-consistency, we list them in Appendix B. Actually, we
only need the asymptotic behavior of the propagator in the large distance limit. Note that the
physical part of the propagator has the form
GMN,EF = (∂M∂E′u∂N∂F ′u+ ∂M∂F ′u∂N∂E′u)G˜(u) + gMNgE′F ′H˜(u). (100)
The relations between coefficients G˜(u), H˜(u) and T,G(i) can be found in [51]. Note that similar
to the gauge boson case, the gauge part of the propagator gives significant contributions to the
mutual information such that the bulk result agrees with the boundary result.
There are three kinds of bulk operators which have the leading contributions to the mutual
information
O(t)(jj
′) = hMNhEF G˜
(j)
MN G˜
(j′)
EF , (101)
O
(t)(jj′)
IJ = P
AB
IJ h
CDG˜
(j)
ACG˜
(j′)
BD , (102)
O
(t)(jj′)
ABCD = P
EFGK
ABCD G˜
(j)
EGG˜
(j′)
FK , (103)
in which superscript (t) stands for the operators constructed from the gravitons. PABIJ is defined
by (79) and
PEFGKABCD =
1
24
hE(Ah
F
Bh
G
Ch
K
D) −
h(ABh
(EFhGCh
K)
D)
12(d+ 4)
+
h(ABhCD)h
(EFhGK)
3(d+ 2)(d+ 4)
. (104)
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For the spin-0 and the spin-2 cases, the calculations are similar to the discussions for the U(1)
gauge boson. In the large separation limit, the two-point function of the spin-0 operator is〈
O(t)(jj
′)(rA)O
(t)(jj′)(rB)
〉
M
' a0(D) (2zAzB)
2d
|xA − xB|4d , (105)
in which
a0(D) =
22d+3d2
(d+ 1)2(d− 1)(d+ 2)b(D)
2. (106)
Here the factor b(D) is given in (154) in Appendix B and D = d + 1. Having the two-point
function and using the 1/n prescription, we deduce the corresponding OPE coefficient
CA(0j) =
4b(D)d
(
1− (d− 1)n2 + (d+1)(d−2)2 n4
)
a0(D)(d+ 2)(d+ 1)(d− 1)n4 z
−2d
A R
2d
A sin
−2d θj
2n
. (107)
It follows that the leading holographic MI is
I(A,B)
∣∣
s=0
=
1
24d+3
(d− 1)(d− 2)2
d+ 2
√
piΓ(2d+ 1)
Γ
(
2d+ 32
) z2dcr , (108)
which is in exact agreement with (50) provided ∆ = d.
For the spin-2 operator, the time-...-time component of the two-point function is〈
O
(t)(jj′)
00 (rA)O
(t)(jj′)
00 (rB)
〉
M
=a2(D)
(2zAzB)
2d−2
|xA − xB|4d , (109)
where
a2(D) = 2
2d+4 (d− 2)(d+ 4)
(d− 1)(d+ 1)2(d+ 2)2 b(D)
2. (110)
After some calculations we get the OPE coefficient
C
(A)00
(0j) =
b(D)
a2(D)
8
(−2 + (d− 2)n2 + dn4)
(d+ 2)(d+ 1)n4
z−2d+2A R
2d
A sin
−2d θj
2n
, (111)
and the contribution of the spin-2 operator to the holographic MI
I(A,B)
∣∣
s=2
=
(d− 2)(d− 1)
24d(d+ 4)
√
piΓ(2d+ 1)
Γ
(
2d+ 32
) z2dcr , (112)
which is in agreement with (49) when ∆ = d.
For the spin-4 operator (103), its contribution to the MI can be formally written as
I(A,B)|s=4 = lim
n→1
n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1
C
(A)ABCD
(0j) C
(B)EFHI
(0j)
〈
O
(t)(0j)
ABCD (rA)O
(t)(0j)
EFHI (rB)
〉
, (113)
where C
(A)ABCD
(0j) is the corresponding expansion coefficient for the subregion A. As emphasized
earlier, only the time-...-time component is relevant for our purpose, namely
I(A,B)|s=4 = lim
n→1
n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1
C
(A)0000
(0j) C
(B)0000
(0j)
〈
O
(t)(0j)
0000 (rA)O
(t)(0j)
0000 (rB)
〉
. (114)
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At the large separation, the two-point function of the operator at the leading order is given by〈
O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (xA)O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (xB)
〉
' a4(D)(2zAzB)
2d−4
|xA − xB|4d , (115)
where
a4(D) =
4d+4d2
(d− 1)(d+ 1)(d+ 2)3(d+ 4)b(D)
2. (116)
The coefficient C
(A)0000
(0j) can be read by using the 1/n prescription
C
(A)0000
(0j) = −
b(D)
a4(D)
26d(1 + n2)2
(d+ 4)(d+ 2)2n4
z−2d+4A R
2d
A sin
−2d θj
2n
. (117)
Finally, plugging the above results into (114), we obtain
I(A,B)|s=4 = (d+ 1)(d− 1)
42d−1(d+ 4)(d+ 2)
√
piΓ(2d+ 1)
Γ
(
2d+ 32
) z2dcr , (118)
which is in good match with (48) when ∆ = d.
All these contributions of the graviton to the holographic MI are perfectly matched with those
of a spin-2 primary operator which has scaling dimension ∆ = d in the boundary CFT. However,
to compare the results with the stress tensor in the CFT, we need to clarify some subtleties in
the CFT side.
First, although interchanging a single operator T
(j)
µν does not contribute to the mutual informa-
tion, the derivative of the Re´nyi mutual information with respect to n in the n→ 1 limit contains
some universal information about the underlying theories as well. To be precise, we have
In(A ,B) =
d(d− 1)
4pi2CT
h2n
n(n− 1)z
d
cr + . . . , (119)
where hn is the conformal dimension of the higher dimensional twist operators. For convenience,
we introduce its definition from the long-distance behavior of the stress tensor, namely |x| → ∞,
〈T00(0, x)〉C(n)A =
d− 1
2pi
(2RA
|x|2
)d
hn , 〈Tij(0, x)〉C(n)A = −
δij
2pi
(2RA
|x|2
)d
hn , (120)
and all the other components are zero at tE = 0. Furthermore, it was proved in [21] that although
the conformal dimension hn vanishes in the limit n → 1, its derivative with respect to n gives a
non-trivial universal result
∂nhn|n=1 = 2pi(d+2)/2 Γ(d/2)
Γ(d+ 2)
CT . (121)
Consequently, the mutual information does not receive contributions from exchange of a single
operator but its derivative does. We find
∂nIn|n=1 = d(d− 1)pid Γ
2(d/2)
Γ2(d+ 2)
CT z
d
cr + · · · . (122)
This result is consistent with (5.16-5.18) in [21], in which the correlator of spherical twist operators
around n = 1 was derived in a different approach. It is easily seen that the derivative of the mutual
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information at the order zdcr contains universal information about the underlying theories, which is
however not seen at the leading order z2dcr result in the mutual information itself. This is interesting
and probably could be generalized to generic higher spin operators.
Second, as the stress tensor is a quasi-primary operator, it is known that anomalous terms
should be included when it transforms under a conformal transformation. One may worry about
that the calculations for the stress tensor will become much more complicated than a primary
spin-2 operator. Fortunately, we find that its connected two-point function transforms precisely
as that of a spin-2 primary operator. By definition, we have
〈Tµν(x1)Tλρ(x2)〉cC(n)A = 〈Tµν(x1)Tλρ(x2)〉C(n)A − 〈Tµν(x1)〉C(n)A 〈Tλρ(x2)〉C(n)A . (123)
The second term on the right hand side of this equation contributes to h2n order to the OPE
coefficients and to h4n order to the Re´nyi mutual information. Hence this term does not contribute
to the mutual information. In summary, we can safely conclude that the mutual information for
various modes of the stress tensor can be obtained by simply setting ∆ = d from the corresponding
results for a primary spin-2 operator. As a result, we can claim that our bulk results from the
graviton perfectly matches with the contributions of the stress tensor to the MI in the boundary
CFT.
The last remark is on the absence of the van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity from the
holographic mutual information. In the above, we showed that the agreement between the bulk
massless graviton and the boundary stress tensor. Actually, this agreement extends to the massive
graviton and the corresponding spin-2 operator, as shown in Appendix A.2. From the field theory
point of view, the dependence of the mutual information on the scaling dimension of the tensor
operator is continuous. On the bulk side, we obtain the exact agreement with the boundary
result is remarkable, suggesting that the massless limit of the graviton is well-defined and the van
Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity is absent[43, 44].
3.4 Fermions
Now, we study the contribution from the fermionic field to the bulk mutual information . In
AdSd+1, the Dirac matices Γ have dimension N = trId+1 = 2
[ d+1
2
], where [d+12 ] equals to the
largest integer that is smaller than d+12 . We choose the veilbein to be e
a
M = δ
a
M/z. The Dirac
matrices in the tangent space satisfy {γa, γb} = 2δab. The Gamma matrices in a curved space are
defined by
ΓM = γae
a
M . (124)
Dual to a fermionic operator of dimension ∆, there is a massive fermion in the bulk with mass
m = ∆− d/2. The fermion propagator in the Euclidean AdS reads [53, 54]
S(z, w) = −
√
1
w0z0
(
G∆−(u) (P−γµzµ − P+γµwµ) +G∆+(u) (P+γµzµ − P−γµwµ)
)
, (125)
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where G∆±(u) is the scalar propagator given in (60) and
P± = 1
2
(1± γd) ,∆± = d
2
+
(
m± 1
2
)
. (126)
in the large distance limit, we find
S(z, w)
u→∞≈ A (IN (wd + zd)− γµ(z − w)µ + γiγ0 (zi − wi)) , (127)
where
A = − Γ
(
d+1
2 +m
)(
pid/22
d+3
2
+m
)
Γ
(
m+ 12
)√
wdzdu
d+1
2
+m
. (128)
The gravity dual of the boundary spin-1 operator constructed from a fermionic operator is
O
(f)(jj′)
M (r) = ψ¯
(j)(r)ΓMψ
(j′)(r)− ψ(j)(r)ΓM ψ¯(j′)(r) . (129)
Here superscript (f) stands for the operators constructed from the fermionic operators. All the
other bilinear operators have vanishing contributions to the mutual information due to the anti-
symmetry of their indices[28]. However, just like previous cases, only the time-time component of
the two-point function is relevant for our purpose. We find in the large distance limit〈
O
(f)(jj′)
0 (rA)O
(f)(jj′)
0 (rB)
〉
' 16A2N (2zAz)
2m+d−1
(xA − xB)4m+2d . (130)
Using the 1/n prescription, we compute the OPE coefficient as
C
(A)0
(jj′) = (−1)j+j
′ 2−m−(d+3)/2(RA)2m+d sin−2m−d
θjj′
2n
AN(zA)2m+d−1 +O(n− 1) . (131)
However, it is worth emphasizing that there are some subtleties when using the 1/n prescription for
the fermions. First, the fermion propagator in the conifold geometry C
(n)
A satisfies the boundary
condition G
(n)
F (θ+ 2pin) = (−1)(n−1)G(n)F (θ), which is only periodic when the replica parameter n
is odd. We expect that odd n result is already enough to derive the OPE coefficients. Second, we
have included a factor (−1)j+j′ in the OPE coefficient. This is correct since there will be a factor
(−1) for a fermion when it rotates 2pi[55].
At last we find the fermion contribution to the bulk mutual information
I(A,B)|s=1 =
√
pi2b d+12 c−2Γ(d+ 2m+ 1)
4d+2mΓ
(
d+ 2m+ 32
) zd+2mcr . (132)
Note that it is positive which is different in sign from the vector operators constructed from the
scalar operator. This is reasonable since it gives the leading order contribution to the mutual
information.
For d is odd, the result is the same as that of a Dirac fermion in the boundary CFT[28].
However, for d is even, it is just one half of that. This can be easily understood in the AdS/CFT
correspondence. The bulk fermion has different duals in the boundary in different dimensions.
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When d is odd, it is dual to a Dirac fermion operator in the boundary. However, when d is even,
it corresponds to a Weyl fermion operator, which can be viewed as one half of a Dirac fermion
[56, 57, 58]. We can write a Dirac fermion Ψ = Ψ1 + Ψ2 in which Ψ1,2 are Weyl fermions. For a
general primary field O, its contribution to the mutual information I ∼ 〈O〉〈O〉〈OO〉 . Two independent
fields O1 and O2 contribute as I ∼ 〈O1〉〈O1〉〈O1O1〉 +
〈O2〉〈O2〉
〈O2O2〉 . Since the bulk fermion is dual to only
a Weyl fermion (half of a Dirac fermion) on the boundary when d is even, its contribution to
the bulk MI is only half of that contributed by a boundary Dirac fermion. In short, from the
AdS/CFT correspondence, the bulk MI from the Dirac fermions in different dimensions are in
match with the boundary results.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we tried to understand holographically the universal behaviors in the leading orders
of the mutual information between two disjoint spheres in a CFT. Such universal behaviors have
been found in [28] by using the operator product expansion of the twist operator and the 1/n
prescription. Holographically, the spherical twist operator can be understood as the non-local
hemisphere. In the large distance regime, we can still use the operator product expansion of
the hemisphere to simplify the calculations. As we are interested in the mutual information, we
can safely ignore the backreaction of the twist operator to the geometry. Effectively we can still
applied the replica trick in the bulk without worrying about the backreaction. Moreover in the
n → 1 limit, the fields could be treated as the generalized free theory such that the interaction
can be ignored. In the bulk computation, the fields are treated as the free field as well. Therefore
in the computation of the holographic mutual information, we consider the free fields in a fixed
background. Especially to compute the OPE coefficients, we could focus on the free fields in a
space with conical singularity such that we may apply the 1/n prescription to read the coefficients.
By explicit computation, we showed that the leading mutual information in a CFT, no matter
what kind of operator leads to, the scalar, the vector, the tensor or the fermionic type, can be
reproduced from the holographic computation of the dual corresponding field.
In retrospect, the universal behaviors in the leading mutual information in a general CFT
suggests that it is independent of the details of the AdS/CFT correspondence, namely the explicit
construction of the AdS gravity and the dual CFT. Such behaviors relies only on the symmetry.
From the general lesson in the AdS/CFT correspondence, the fields in AdS is dual to the operator
in the boundary theory. In other words, the behavior of the free fields in AdS could be captured
by the dual operator constrained by the conformal symmetry, and vice versa. Our study gives
another piece of evidence to support this picture, though in a subtler way.
Even though the conclusion might not be a big surprise, the procedure to get this picture
is remarkable. The leading contribution is from the bilinear operator composed of the fields
at different replicas. In the scalar field case, we could even discuss the next-to-leading order
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contribution, which is from the bilinear operator with a derivative. In this case, we found a new
form of the projection operator defined on the slice of fixed radius. It was defined to peel off the
radial components so as to make the operators in the same form as in the boundary CFT. In the
gauge field case, we can treat this as a particular gauge choice. However, when considering the
massive fields, there is no such understanding. We wish the construction could be useful in other
situations.
Another remarkable point is on the gauge fields. For the fields with gauge symmetry, including
the massless vector bosons and the massless gravitons, we found that the gauge parts in the
propagators played an indispensable role in the calculation, even though the final results are gauge
independent. We argue that this is due to the gauge symmetry breaking around the entangling
surfaces. It gives rise to extra physical degrees of freedom to contribute to the MI. In fact, we also
calculated the MI from the massive bulk fields in Appendix A. The results match exactly with
boundary results of the vector and tensor operator with generic scaling dimensions. This supports
our arguments since a massive vector field has one more degrees of freedom than the gauge boson.
As a byproduct, we showed that the absence of the van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity in
the computation of the holographic mutual information.
In our calculations, we treated AdS spacetime as a background. As a result, our results are
meaningful only when we take n → 1, so that the twist operator can be treated as a probe.
Thus, it seems impossible to generalize the discussion to the Re´nyi entropy, since in this case the
twist operator is heavy and would affect the background spacetime significantly. The key problem
we really face with is how to expand the twist (or surface) operator. There are other methods
to construct the gravity dual of a surface operator in CFT, like “bubbling” surface operator as
mentioned in [59], which have taken into account of the back reaction so that it can be used to get
quantum correction to the Re´nyi entropy. It would be interesting to investigate this possibility.
In [28], it was shown that the mutual information could be expanded in terms of the conformal
blocks. The conformal block carries the higher order contribution of the cross ratio. In the free
fermion case, the conformal block expansion fits better with the numerical study than the simple
leading order expansion of the conformal block. It would be interesting to see if one can find the
conformal block expansion in the holographic picture.
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A Massive Field
We consider the holographic mutual information from the massive vector and tensor fields in this
appendix. We show that their contributions are well matched with the boundary results of the
spin-1 and spin-2 primary operators.
A.1 Massive Vector Fields
We compute the holographic MI contributed by the massive vector field in this part. For a massive
vector field, the propagator is[61]〈
AM (x)AN ′(x
′)
〉
= GMN ′(x, x
′) = −(∂M∂N ′u)g0(u) + (∂Mu∂N ′u) g1(u), (133)
g0(u) = (d−∆)F1(u)− 1 + u
u
F2(u),
g1(u) =
(1 + u)(d−∆)
u(2 + u)
F1(u)− d+ (1 + u)
2
u2(2 + u)
F2(u),
F1(u) = N (2u)−∆2F1
(
∆,
1− d+ 2∆
2
, 1− d+ 2∆,−2
u
)
,
F2(u) = N (2u)−∆2F1
(
∆ + 1,
1− d+ 2∆
2
, 1− d+ 2∆,−2
u
)
,
N = Γ(∆ + 1)
2pid/2(d− 1−∆)(∆ + 1)Γ(∆ + 1− d/2) .
The specifical form of the normalization constant N is irrelevant because it is cancelled in the
final results.
The two operators having the leading order contributions to the holographic MI can be defined
in the same forms as (91). For the spin-0 case, its contribution to the MI can be formally written
as
I(A,B)|s=0 = n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1
CA(0j)C
B
(0j)
〈
O(v)(0j) (rA)O
(v)(0j) (rB)
〉
. (134)
The two-point function in the large separation is〈
O(v)(jj
′)(rA)O
(v)(jj′)(rB)
〉
M
' N 2d(d− 1−∆)2 (2zAzB)
2∆
|xA − xB|4∆ . (135)
Note that it can not be reduced to the massless gauge fields by simply taking limit ∆ → d − 1.
Using the 1/n prescription, we can get
CA(0j) =
2−∆
d(d− 1−∆)z
−2∆
A R
2∆
A
[(d− 1)n2 − 1] sin−2∆
(
θj
2n
)
n2
. (136)
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It follows that the corresponding mutual information is
I(A,B)|s=0 = (d− 2)
2
d
√
pi
42∆+1
Γ(2∆ + 1)
Γ(2∆ + 32)
z2∆cr , (137)
which matches with (44).
For the spin-2 operator, the contribution to MI is
I(A,B)|s=2 = n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=0
C
(A)00
(0j) C
(B)00
(0j)
〈
O
(v)(0j)
00 (rA)O
(v)(0j)
00 (rB)
〉
. (138)
The time-time component of the two-point function at the large separation is〈
O
(v)(jj′)
00 (rA)O
(v)(jj′)
00 (rB)
〉
' (d− 1)N
2(d−∆− 1)2
d
(zAzB)
2∆−2
|xA − xB|4∆ . (139)
The OPE coefficient C
(A)00
(jj′) can be calculated as
C
(A)00
(0j) =
−2−∆+2
(d− 1−∆)
(1 + n2)
n2
(zA)
−(2∆−2)R2∆A sin
−2∆
(
θj
2n
)
. (140)
Finally, we get
I(A,B)|s=2 =d− 1
d
√
pi
42∆
Γ(2∆ + 1)
Γ(2∆ + 32)
z2∆cr , (141)
which agrees with (45).
A.2 Massive Tensor Field
Now we calculate the contributions of the symmetric and traceless massive spin-2 tensor field
GˆMN to the holographic MI. The propagator is given by[60, 61]〈
GˆMN (xA)GˆEF (xB)
〉
M
=GMN,EF (xA, xB) =
5∑
i=1
A(i)T
(i)
MN,EF , (142)
T
(1)
MN,EF =hMNhEF ,
T
(2)
MN,EF =(∂Mu∂Nu)(∂Eu∂Fu),
T
(3)
MN,EF =(∂M∂Eu)(∂N∂Fu) + (∂M∂Fu)(∂N∂Eu),
T
(4)
MN,EF =hMN (∂Eu∂Fu) + hEF (∂Mu∂Nu),
T
(5)
MN,EF =(∂M∂Eu)(∂Nu∂Fu) + (∂N∂Eu)(∂Mu∂Fu)
+ (∂M∂Fu)(∂Nu∂Eu) + (∂N∂Fu)(∂Mu∂Eu).
The coefficients are specified by
A(1) =− 1 + d− u(2 + u)
(1 + d)2
g0 − u(1 + u)(u+ 2)
(1 + d)2
g1 +
u2(2 + u)2
(1 + d)2
g2,
A(2) =g2, A
(3) =
1
2
g0, A
(5) = −1
4
g1
A(4) =− 1
1 + d
g0 +
1 + u
1 + d
g1 − u(u+ 2)
1 + d
g2, ,
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where in the large distance limit,
gk ≈ J !
k!(J − k)!u
−∆−k. (143)
The relevant operators having contributions to the MI have the same form defined in (101-103).
The calculations are straightforward, as illustrated for the gravitons. For the spin-0 case, we
get
I(A,B)|s=0 = n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1
CA(0j)C
B
(0j)
〈
O(t)(0j) (rA)O
(t)(0j) (rB)
〉
=
(d− 2)2(d− 1)
2(d+ 2)
1
42∆+1
√
piΓ(2∆ + 1)
Γ(2∆ + 32)
z2∆cr . (144)
For the spin-2 case, we get
I(A,B)|s=2 = n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=0
C
(A)00
(0j) C
(B)00
(0j)
〈
O
(t)(0j)
00 (rA)O
(t)(0j)
00 (rB)
〉
=
(d− 1)(d− 2)
(d+ 4)
√
piΓ(2∆ + 1)
42∆Γ(2∆ + 32)
z2∆cr . (145)
For the spin-4 operator, the contribution to the MI is
I(A,B)|s=4 = n
2(n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1
C
(A)0000
(0j) C
(B)0000
(0j)
〈
O
(t)(0j)
0000 (rA)O
(t)(0j)
0000 (rB)
〉
, (146)
where the OPE coefficient C
(A)0000
(jj′) can be calculated as
C
(A)0000
(jj′) =
〈
O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (r)
〉
CnA〈
O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (r)O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (rA)
〉 . (147)
Given the two-point function of the operator in large separation〈
O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (rA)O
(t)(jj′)
0000 (rB)
〉
' (d− 1)(d+ 1))
(d+ 4)(d+ 2)
(∆ + 1)2s20
(∆− 1)2
(zAzB)
2∆−4
|xA − xB|4∆ . (148)
and using 1/n prescription, we can easily obtain C
(A)0000
(jj′) . Finally, we deduce
I(A,B)|s=4 = (d− 1)(d+ 1)
(d+ 4)(d+ 2)42∆−1
√
piΓ(2∆ + 1)
Γ
(
2∆ + 32
) z2∆cr . (149)
All these results are exactly the same as those from a primary spin-2 operators in the Euclidean
CFTd, see (48, 49, 50).
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B Graviton propagator
The graviton propagator in AdSD in the Landau gauge[51] can be written as (99). In this formula,
the bilocal tensor structure OMN,EF is given by
O
(1)
MN,E′F ′ =gMNgE′F ′ ,
O
(2)
MN,E′F ′ =nMnNnE′nF ′ ,
O
(3)
MN,E′F ′ =gME′gNF ′ + gMF ′gNE′ ,
O
(4)
MN,E′F ′ =gMNnE′nF ′ + gE′F ′nMnN ,
O
(5)
MN,E′F ′ =gME′nNnF ′ + gMF ′nNnE′ + gNE′nMnF ′ + gNF ′nMnE′ , (150)
in which
nM =
1√
u(u+ 2)
∂Mu,
gME′ = ∂M∂E′u+
∂Mu∂E′u
u+ 2
. (151)
The coefficients T and G are respectively,
T = − 1
(D − 2)(D − 1)
Γ(D)Γ(D2 + 1)
Γ(D + 2)pi
D
2 2D
1
xD
F (D,
D
2
+ 1, D + 2,
1
x
) ,
G(1) =
1
D(D − 2)
[
4(x− 1)2x2
D + 1
g′′ + 4x(x− 1)(2x− 1)g′ + (4Dx(x− 1) +D − 2) g
]
,
G(2) = −4(x− 1)2
[
x2
D(D + 1)
g′′ +
2(D + 2)x
D(D + 1)
g′ + g
]
,
G(3) = − 1
2(D − 2)
[
4(D − 1)x2(x− 1)2
D(D + 1)
g′′ +
4(D − 1)x(x− 1)(2x− 1)
D
g′
]
− 1
2(D − 2) [(4(D − 1)x(x− 1) +D − 2) g] ,
G(4) = −4x(x− 1)
D(D − 2)
[
x(x− 1)
D + 1
g′′ + (2x− 1)g′ +Dg
]
G(5) = − x− 1
D − 2
[
2(D − 1)x2(x− 1)
D(D + 1)
g′′ +
x(4(D − 1)x− 3D + 4)
D
g′
]
(152)
− x− 1
D − 2 [(2(D − 1)x−D + 2) g] ,
where x = u+22 and
g = g0part(x) + g
1
part(x) +
D(D + 1)Γ(D2 + 1)
(D − 2)(D − 1)2D+2piD/2 g1
+(−1)D−12 Γ(
D+3
2 )D
(D + 2)(D − 1)2piD−12
g2. (153)
31
In the above formula,
g0part(x) =
D(D + 1)Γ(D2 − 1)
(D − 1)2D+2piD/2
d
dx
∫ x
0 dx
′F (−D + 2, 1,−D2 + 1, x′)
[x(x− 1)]D/2 ,
g1part(x) = −
D
(D − 2)(D − 1)
(D + 1)Γ(D2 + 1)
2D+2DpiD/2
4(D − 1)x(x− 1) +D
[x(x− 1)]D/2+1 ,
g1 =
2x− 1
[x(x− 1)]D/2+1 ,
g2 = F (2, D + 1,
D
2
+ 2, 1− x).
In the large distance limit,
g → f(D)x−D − b(D)x−D−1 lnx , (154)
where
f(D) = −(D + 1)
(D − 2)
Γ(D2 + 1)
2DpiD/2
, b(D) = (−1)D+12 (D + 1)D
(D − 1)2
Γ(D2 + 1)
2D+1pi
D
2
. (155)
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